
this, each printed part was rinsed with isopropyl alcohol which dissolves 

liquid resin to ensure no resin hardens in an undesirable location. Once the 

print is clear from any unwanted liquid resin, it was sprayed with 

compressed air and delivered to a UV curing bed in which the print is 

subjected to UV light and hardened. Processed specimens were then 

measured using a Keyence IM-7500 Series imaging machine with two 

microns of  variability. These measurements were compared to the 

modelled size to determine if  consumer grade printers have comparable 

accuracy to commercial grade printers.

Size limit testing stereolithography printed channels for microfluidic devices
Steven Sparks

Mentored by Mr. Richard Moore

With 7.55 billion drugs purchased a year, the drug industry is rated the 

third largest in the world. Microfluidics is a means to test these drugs by 

mirroring a cell’s natural microenvironment in a controlled atmosphere in 

which it can be clearly observed and manipulated. This environment is 

produced through the precise control of  liquids on a small scale to observe 

factors in cells such as mixing time and percentage of  mixing. Designing, 

prototyping, and rapid production of  microfluidic devices using 3D 

printing technology has recently expanded massively due to their significant 

advantages. These advantages include fast production, cost-effectiveness, 

accurate designing of  products, and producing geometrically complex 

devices easily (Prabhakar et al., 2021). This enables rapid testing and 

prototyping in order to produce an optimal product at a fraction of  the 

time using conventional methods. While microfluidics is essential to testing 

and understanding how cells and fluids interact, there is little industry 

surrounding it. There are current limitations to create accurate and clear 

devices which mirror conventionally printed microfluidic mechanisms. This 

is primarily attributed to the inability to rapidly produce high quality parts 

as post processing high resolution prints is lengthy (Nielsen et al., 2019). 

This has led microfluidics to be a very small industry since little money can 

be made due to the requirement of  extremely expensive machines. These 

machines require lots of  time and post processing to mirror the quality of  

conventionally produced microfluidic devices. In this rapidly growing field, 

sizeable gaps appear in the market between entry level consumer printers 

and commercial grade printers which are highly accurate. This gap prevents 

most small groups or businesses from being able to make advances in many 

fields due to an inability to afford a machine costing hundreds of  

thousands of  dollars. Through this study, it was determined if  consumer 

grade Stereolithography (SLA/DLP) 3D printers print accurately and 

clearly on a microscopic level with comparable quality to commercial grade 

micro-printers. 

difference of  0 (M = 0, SD = 0.0012, t(39) = 0.01) p = .992 (Graph 1 and 

2). Mean difference for the Elegoo Saturn and Viper Si2 were not 

signifigantly different. This led to the conclusion that the true channel 

width is significantly different than the modelled channel width with 95% 

confidence for the SLA 7000 and Viper Si2 printers while the widths are 

comparable when printed on the Elegoo Saturn printer.
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Figure 1 (above): SLA 7000 machine used for early production of  devices due to its large 

build plate and quick printing speed (left). Elegoo Saturn DLP consumer level printer 

(center). Viper Si2 SLA printer used for final models due to its superior accuracy (right).

Micro-SLA printers were used as they have a signifigantly smaller UV 

laser diameters which enables precise point to point curing of  resin. 

Specimens were printed on a 3D Systems SLA 7000 printer, an Elegoo 

Saturn, and a 3D Systems Viper Si2 SLA printer (Figure 1). The model was 

sliced in Chitubox with supports added vertically between the build plate 

and the device. 90 degree supports with spherical ends were utilized to add 

greater rigidity and attachment to the build plate while minimizing surface 

texture damage to the device after removal of  the supports (Lan et al., 

1998). These devices were then post processed in a Ramco Part Cleaner 

which contains a solvent to dissolve resin and rinse the products. Following

Results

The results obtained from the final constructed design (Figure 2) were 

compiled into the statistical testing application Minitab and subjected to a 

multiple one−sample t−tests. These tests were utilized to evaluate if  there 

was a significant difference in means between the modelled channel widths, 

and the printed channel widths. Testing resulted in signifigantly different 

mean difference from the desired difference for both the SLA 7000 printer  

(M = −0.0061, SD = 0.0015, t(12) = −14.86)  p < .001 and the Viper Si2

(M = 0.0007, SD = 0.0010, t(105) = 7.15) p < .001. The Elegoo Saturn 

printer however did not have a signifigant difference from the desired

As the only printer to produce a comparable printed width to the 

modelled width, the Elegoo Saturn proves the adaptation of  consumer 

printers can rival the accuracy and applications of  industrial grade printers 

as well as micro-printers. This allows the possibility to greatly evolve the 

creation of  microfluidic devices utilizing inexpensive 3D printing 

technology not only making it more cost effective, but also easier to mass 

produce. Complex devices can now be fabricated on machines which 

people have at home thus making the creation of  these devices possible 

worldwide. Further development and testing of  printing smaller channels 

would help define the limit for these economical printers. With a massive 

influx of  research regarding Lab-on-a-chip (a means to mirror organs and 

test drug effects), the ability to easily print desired channels would be 

instrumental in furthering testing in establishing reliable parameters for 

producing these devices.

Graph 1 (left): Difference between the 

modelled channel width to the printed 

width for each printer. 

Figure 2 (above): Microfluidic device 

designed for testing. Each device was 0.5 

inches wide with three channels of  varying 

widths.
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Graph 2 (above): Graph of  the Viper Si2 difference in channel width skewed right. 
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